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UD RESEARCHER INVENTS
NOVEL FIRE EXTINGUISHER

DAYTON, Ohio -- Thanks to a University of Dayton
researcher's invention, homeowners one day may be able to spray
down their houses with a foam to protect their homes from
catching on fire when a neighbor's house is in flames.
Ival Salyer, a senior research scientist in the University
of Dayton Research Institute, has invented a fire-extinguishing
material that he says can help firefighters control raging forest
fires better, be used to "coat" homes in dry, summer climates to
protect them from brush fires and safeguard houses from nearby
fires. When the danger has passed, the foam can be rinsed off.
"There's no comparable product on the market," says Salyer,
who has tested the product at a Dayton fire test training site
and has two companies interested in commercializing it. "Unlike
water, where this material hits, it sticks and forms a protective
film. It foams up and forms a protective thermal insulating
barrier and keeps whatever is underneath it from being exposed to
flames. It's non-toxic, non-allergic, low-cost and, above all,
it's effective . "
Most conventional fire extinguishers emit a dry powder mixed
with phosphate salts, though some contain water, sodium
bicarbonate, carbon dioxide or environmentally unsafe halogens,
according to Salyer, who contends that none is very effective 1n
preventing the spread of raging fires.
Salyer developed the fire-extinguishing materials over
a three-year span under contracts with the Navy and the
Aeronautical Systems Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
which was interested in extinguishing liquid fuel fires.
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He holds an issued u.s. patent on the materials, which
contain monoammonium phosphates, sugar, urea and pneumatogen-blowing agent. Salyer's water-based liquid concentrate is
effective for all types of fires but electrical. He also has
invented a dry powder formula that can be used to put out fuel,
electrical and metal fires. Both can be dispensed from
conventional gas-pressurized fire extinguishers.
A large manufacturer of hand-held fire extinguishers lS
testing Salyer's water-based liquid concentrate in fire
extinguishers for commercial aircraft, and a California company
is negotiating a licensing agreement to use the fireextinguishing material to prevent the spread of brush fires ln
canyons.
Salyer envlslons even greater uses for his fire
extinguisher.
"I think that this fire extinguisher should be used in
fighting and preventing forest fires," says Salyer. "It could be
much more effective than the current practice of spreading
phosphate powder on the fire from low-flying aircraft. If the
wind is blowing, the powder lS blown away. If you've got
something that sticks where it hits like this does, it forms a
fire barrier."
Salyer, a prolific inventor with 85 u.s. patents for work on
developing products such as Astroturf, Acrilan fiber in WearDated carpet and artificial heart and kidney machine equipment,
says he would like to interest NASA in the fire extinguisher for
use in space stations. "Since gravity is a problem in space, a
fire-extinguishing material that sticks where it hits is what you
need," he says. "I think we'll find some real interest in it
when a permanent space station is constructed."
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For media interviews, contact !val Salyer at (513) 2292113.

